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Although their numbers have been decimated over time,
considerable quantities of Flemish Renaissance portraits
do survive, but for the most part, the names of their sitters
have not, and even less often, that of their makers, In
particular, this is because signed and inscribed works are
extremely rare and the coats of arms sometimes present
often signify the family as a whole rather than a specific
individual. In museum collections and on the market,
there are innumerable examples of portraits of noble
Flems, unidentified and described as painted by a ‘follower
of Pieter Pourbus’, a ‘follower of Adriaen Thomasz Key’,
or a ‘painter in the circle of Anthonis Mor’; three artists
who between them incarnate Flemish portraiture in the
16th century. It is for this reason that a pair of portraits,
of a gentleman and a lady, in the collection of the
Hallwylska Museet, Stockholm still bear the attribution
to a ‘Franco-Flemish artist active around 1560’ despite
being monogrammed with the initials: G.C.: Fec [as here]
(inv.XXXII: B.153 and 154, see figs. 3 and 4). The very
particular style of these portraits - on a smaller scale than
usual, a more than half length depiction in a solemn style,
half way between the sobriety of the likenesses of Pieter
Pourbus and the ambition characterising the English lords
painted by Flemish artists such as Steven van der Meulen
(see figs. 9-10) – has recently permitted the identification
of a small corpus of works painted with the same
precision and perfectionism (see figs. 5-8). But it had not

until now been possible to uncover the identity of this
talented but anonymous painter who had become known
as the Monogrammist GEC’ because the form of the letter
G seemed to include the letter E (see figs. 1 and 2). The
welcome rediscovery of the present picture, the only one
in this corpus to include the coat of arms of the sitter,
has at last permitted – albeit after extensive research – the
proposal of a name: that of Gillis Claeissens, a painter
who has remained in the shadow of his father and his
brothers, despite the excellent reputation he had whilst
living, and whose character and importance we are now
able to begin to understand2.
The sitter: Joris van Brakele, Lord of Courtebois, Hautrive
and Moorslede
The man portrayed, surely already in his thirties, is
dressed with all the opulence and elegance of the old
noble families of Flanders, in a style which mixes the
influence of neighbouring France with that of Spain, the
governing power of the Low Countries (see figs. 7-18). He
wears a white satin undershirt trimmed with embroidery
(only the sleeves are visible), the white collar is buttoned
in the Basque manner, the doublet and false sleeves,
are decorated with little gashes and two tone stripes
which match the breeches. Although the under shirt is
not visible, the ruff and the gadrooned cuffs speak of its
whiteness. The costume of the gentleman is completed

with a black sword belt sewn with gold thread, a black
velvet cape lined with silk and a high hat with a white
plume – attached at the back in the manner of the Holy
Roman Empire – and around the brim are goldwork
decorations. The reddish beard is cut in the round, his
moustache is long, his hair cut short and he has a ring on
his right hand little finger set with an emerald.
Although the portrait does not bear any date, the costume
allows for some precision in this respect: the height and
angle of a cap, straight or tilted, the width and thickness
of the ruff, and the overhang of the padded doublet varied
greatly in the second half of the 16th century. Also, the
high, spherical cap with a brim reduced to a decorated
band, appeared first in Italy and then came to the north
only in around 1565. But it was towards 1572-3 that
people began to mix types of plumes in their hats, using
voluminous ones together with very fine, longer examples
and also that breeches took on a marked, trapaezoid form
influenced by the Spanish custom. Equally, it was not
until the mid-1570s that ruffs became large enough to
eventually hide the neck completely, and that the doublet
stuffed with horsehair to imitate armour is fashioned
coming to a point below the waist, to double over the
belt. Beyond this date, ruffs became even bigger, while
caps or toques did the opposite and shrank. Breeches got
shorter before becoming more puffed again, even though
it is true that these new fashions which were followed very
obviously in France and in England took longer to spread
to the more conservative Flanders, an obvious illustration
of this being the fact that a very similar costume is worn
by Juan II Pardo (died 1596), three times Burgomeister of
Bruges between 1584 and 1593, in his portrait painted in
the early 1590s by Antoon Claeissens as the right hand
wing of the triptych in the Groeningemuseum, Bruges
(inv.1999.Gro0019.I) (although it bears the inscription on
the frame: AoDNI 1580 AETATIS SVAE 45 (see fig.20)4.
To find the gentleman’s name, it is necessary to compare
the proposed date of 1575 (probable date of costume)
with the arms painted in the top left corner of the
painting. The elements are those of the de Bracle family,
also known as Van Brakele and called Van den Bossche:
a red background (gules) with four silver chevrons. This
is surrounded by a border which would seem to indicate
that the owner of the coat of arms was not the eldest
son. In fact, in heraldic treatises of the 17th century, such
borders composed of two colours are listed as a category
reserved for the younger sons of younger sons.5 At the
time we are concerned with, however, the creation of
personal arms was complex, and heraldic rules were
not always scrupulously respected. Moreover, in this

case, is it actually a border of this kind? Because not
only should it be more visible, wide enough to have
further decoration, but also it is made up of thirty-eight
(!) irregular sections going in different directions, quite
against heraldic principles.
The Van Brakele family was one of the oldest and most
illustrious Flemish families, taking its name from that
of the Lordship of Opbrakel or Brakel (Bracle) in the
Denderstreek region between Cambrai and Alost. The
Van Brakele claimed to be descendents of Everard,
Chatelain of Courtrai, tracing their origins back to the
old counts of Hainaut. In the XIth century, Lietbert or
Libert van Brakel (around 1010-1076) acted as bishop of
Cambrai for twenty-five years and founded the Abbey of
the Holy Sepulchre in 1064. Jan van Brakele is described
in 1337 as ‘noble escuyer’ (noble shieldbearer). From the
beginning of the 15th Century, the Van Brakele established
themselves at Bruges and at Ghent: Jan van Brakele, Lord
of Courtaubois, acted as échevin (an alderman sitting on
the executive of a town council) of Bruges between 1408
and 1417, while Gilles van Brakele became échevin of
Ghent in 1422.
In 1574, the arms of the Van Brakele family were worn
by the children of Rasse, or Erasmus van Brakele, lord
of Haterive (Auterive, Outrijve), the Cour au Bois
(Courtaubois, Hove Ten Bossche, Moorslede (Moorseele)
and Bosche.6 He had married
Agnès van Coyeghem, called Cuingien (Cuinghem), lady
of Varenbeke (Waremberg), Berles and Croix, daughter
and heir of Arnoud van Coyeghem and of Marie de
Bosquel. The Van Brakele and the Coyeghem shared the
same Courtrai ancestors and the same motto: ‘Courtray!’7:
which probably explains why this motto appears on the
present panel. Resident in both Outrijve and Ghent, Rass
van Brackele and Agnès van Coyeghem died within a
year and a half of each other – Rasse the 17 January 1554
and Agnès the 22 July 1555 – and were buried in the
church of Saint Walburge at Audenarde where members
of the Van Brakele family had been laid to rest since the
XIVth century8.
Rasse van Brakele and Agnès van Coyeghem had twelve
children, eight sons and four daughters: three of whom
made good marriages amongst the nobility of Ghent
and Bruges (see the Genealogy provided). The eldest,
Anthonis, lord of Hauterive and of Berles, born in about
1530, was a military man. He accompanied Charles V
at the siege of Therouanne in 1553. He died in 1570
without issue with his wife, Jeanne de la Motte.

The second son, Joris or George van Brakele, born 153335, Knight and lord of Cour au Bois and Moorslede, was
in the service of Philippe, second comte de Ligne (15331583), advisor and chamberlain to King Philip II of Spain.
With the comte de Ligne, Joris van Brakele fought at the
battles of Saint Quentin (1557) and of Gravelines (1558).
When his protector became ill and retired, Van Brakele
established himself in Bruges, where on 4 February 1562
he married Jeanne Marie van Vlaminkpoorte, daughter of
Jean van Vlaminkpoorte, lord of Soetschoore, councillor
of Bruges between 1521 and 1554, ‘chef-homme’
between 1553 and 1544 and échevin between 1543 and
1548, who died on the 18 November 1554 and of his
third wife, Marguerite Petyt, the widow of François de
Nieulant. Jeanne Marie van Vlaminkpoorte had been
widowed in 1558 following the death of her husband
Louis Despars whom she had married on 5th February
1553 and with whom she had had a child, Marguerite
Despars, wife of Guillaume Forret, captain and knight of
the order of Scotland9. In 1563, Joris van Brakele, ‘seigneur
de Courtaubois’ is mentioned in the list of noble citizens
of the town of Bruges. In 1565 he became guardian of the
hospital of Saint-Jean. The same year, he was made échevin
for the town of Bruges for the first time. Echevin again in
1567 and 1571, he became mayor in 1576 and then was
again amongst the councillors of 1577-1578. It was in the
capacity of leader of the councillors that he represented
the town and the community of Flanders at the general
meeting of the seventeen provinces and solemnly signed
the Union of Brussels on 9 January 1577 (Première Union
de Bruxelles). He ceded his place to Nicolas Despars,
loyal to the prince of Orange, on 28 March 1578 when
Bruges was occupied by the soldiers of François van de
Kethulle, lord of Ryhove, whilst still keeping considerable
authority as a former mayor. No longer being part of the
Magistrates body, he was not involved in the July troubles,
but did contribute to the town’s peacemaking10. Lord of
Hauterive since the death of his elder brother in 1570,
Joris made his will on 3rd November 1592, specifying
the sharing out of his estate between his two daughters,
who ratified the arrangements on 18 October 1595. To
Marie, wife of Lambert de Morel, would go the lordship
of Hauterive. To Anne, wife of Anselme-Opice Adornes,
would go that of Court-au-Bois. Joris van Brakele died on
24 Februry 1607 according to the inscription on the slab
which formerly made up part of a monumental tomb in
the funeral chapel of the lords of Hautrive in the church of
Saint-Pierre d’Outrijve. A description of the tomb, which
was situated in the middle of the choir, was given by a
Nicolas de Schietere who visited the church on 18 May
162211: the effigy represented a warrior, armed from head
to toe and on the slab was the following inscription: ‘Cy

gist Messire George de Bracle, chlr sr d’Autrive, Morslede,
Courtaubois, Ter Muntken, Berles, etc. Décéda le XXIIII
de Febvrier MDCCVII’. At the top of the monument, just
below the coat of arms was another inscription: Amy
lecteur aprens de qui les os/ Je tiens icy renfermés et
enclos/ priant Dieu que l’ame ait en paradis repos.
The third son (and fifth child) of Rasse, also called Erasme
or Rasse van Brakele, was born around 1538. At the age
of 18 years, he set off for France, then Italy and upper
Germany. A little after his return to Ghent, in 1566, he
married Anne Taccoen, lady of Singelbaenst, widow since
1557 of Adrien van Scheyngen. He became échevin of
Ghent in 1574 and chief Councillor of the state of Waes
in 1576. The coat of arms and the inscriptions on his
funeral slab set into the wall of the church of St. Michael
of Ghent, near to the sacristy, were recorded in a number
of genealogical records: it bore as a crest the head and
neck of a hunting dog12. We also owe to him a manuscript,
now in the Ghent archives, containing the genealogy of
his family recorded between 1565 and 1569 along with
those of a number of other noble families of Flanders13.
Joos or Josse, the fourth (and not fifth) son of this large
family was born in 1539 and became a doctor of law;
he lived in Ghent and became a Councillor from 1569
and in 1580 was named ‘conseiller du Roi au Conseil de
Flandre’. His tomb in the church of St. Michael of Ghent
bears the arms of the Brakele family with, as a crest, the
head and neck of a young hare14.
The fifth son, Pieter, Lord of Croix, followed a military
career and served in Italy. He refused to participate in the
military campaign led against his native Flanders by the
Duke of Alba between 1568 and 1573, a stance which
ended his career as captain.
Philips van Brakele, ninth child and sixth son of Rasse,
left for Antwerp and died in 1585 without having married.
Willem or Guillaume van Brakele, lord of Croix, eleventh
child and seventh son of Rasse, spent his life in Ghent. On
30th July 1577 he married Cathelijne Van Den Hofstadt,
lady of Willecomme, and he died in 1580. His son Joris
or George van Brakele was appointed chief Councillor
of the region of Waes in 1619. Knighted by Philip IV in
1664, he had four children with Catherine de Gruutere:
Pierre, lord of Varembeke, chief Councillor of the region
of Waes, died without issue; Jeanne, wife of Henri
Florent Laurin, Lord of the Hague, advisor to the Grand
Council; Françoise, married to Jacques le Prevost, lord
of Inghien; and George de Bracle, lord of Willecomme,

commissioner to the newly formed Magistracy of Flanders,
then first councillor to the town of Ghent. The last of his
generation, George died on 27 September 1701 and was
also buried in the church of St. Michael in Ghent with the
arms of the Bracle.
Finally, Jacob or Jacque van Brakele, the youngest son of
Rasse, born around 1550. He studied medicine. In 1570
he left for Constantinople, as the secretary to the Ghent
born Charles Rym or Rijm, lord of Bellem, ambassador to
Maximilien II. He produced a report of his voyage which
exists in various manuscript examples15. Having left
Prague on 13 March 1570, the embassy passed through
Vienna and then Hungary before arriving at the court of
Selim II on 31 May. The mission was completed on arrival
at Neustadt in Germany on 23 October 1570. Retained
at the court of the Emperor, Jacques de Brakele died at
the end of 1571 following an operation for gallstones
done by the court doctor Nicolas Biesius. His estate was
shared out between his brothers and sisters on 9 February
157216.
The incompatibility of the dates makes impossible the
identification of the portrait as a likeness of Jacques van
Brekele as had been suggested at the time of the 1964
exhibition. Equally, it could not be Anthonis, dead in
1570, nor Willem nor Philips who were too young, nor
Erasmus or Joos who had dogs as their crest. Of the
eight brothers, only Joris and Pieter could have posed for
the portrait in around 1575, the first being then about
forty years old and the second less than thirty five. The
identification of the model as Pieter would explain the
striped border around the arms since Joris could no
longer have these arms following the death of Anthonis.
However, the richness and elegance of the dress makes
this unlikely (see fig.20). Returning from Italy, Pieter,
unlike his brothers, made no career in Ghent, took no
post within the Magistracy and left no estate to his two
sons, Adrien and Robert. The lordship of Croix which he
received from his mother, Agnès van Coyeghem, passed
after his death to his brother Willem, who himself died in
1580. Finally, it should be noted that neither Erasmus nor
Joos, both youngest sons, put these stripes on their arms if
one refers to the reliefs of their tombs.
All points therefore to the idea that the sitter is Joris
van Brakele. As he was burgmeister to the échevin
councillors of Bruges in 1577 at the moment of the
signing of the Union of Brussels, this would surely justify
a representation of him by Pierre II Claeissens in the large
painting marking the pacification of Ghent ordered by
the Magistrate of Bruges (oil on panel, 198 x 159cms,

Bruges, Groeningemuseum, inv. 24/.1) (see fig.11). In
this remarkable painting made up of various allegories,
the Magistrate of the town is represented full scale behind
a chariot, in a group of thirteen nobles, circled with a
ribbon bearing the inscription: COIURATU FOEDUS
together with the emblem of the Federation (see fig.12).
The ends of the ribbon are knotted around a small post or
column with a garland. Designated, below their feet, as
ORDINES BELG. the gentlemen carry small fringed flags
painted in grisaille which it was always thought were their
arms, notwithstanding the fact that there are only eleven
standards for thirteen men17. However, these ‘Belges’ can
hardly represent themselves, but rather the Magistracy
or Council of the town of Bruges, and the arms which
they carry are those of the grand signatory of the Union
of Brussels: Charles de Gistelles, lord of La Motte and
governor of Mechelen; Philippe, count of Laling and
governor of Hainaut; Willem van Horne, lord of Heeze;
Jan van Witthem, baron of Beersel.
The person in the foreground of this group dressed in a
superb red doublet traced with patterns of silver and a
black cape lined with lynx (see fig. 13) carries the flag of
Philippe de Croy, Duke of Arschot and Prince of Chimay
(1526-1595), governor of Flanders since September
1577. Yet the gentleman does not resemble the Duke
in the slightest, the latter’s likeness being clearly known
thanks notably to the portrait dated 1577 which appeared
some fourteen years ago at auction (Christie’s, London 25
April 2001, lot 26).
By contrast, there is another portrait of the same sitter,
now in the Musée Memling, Bruges which, despite a
certain crudeness in the execution, manifestly derives
from the same prototype, and also bears the arms of the
Van Brakele family (oil on panel, 53 x 41 cms, (inv. O.SJ
120.I.)) Formerly in the collection of the Hôpital Saint
Jean, it undoubtedly represents Joris van Brakele, who
became a supervisor of the hospital in 1565. Not only
are the arms of Joris surmounted with the same crest as
in the present work – the head and neck of a doe – but
above all, the face is the same, removing all doubt about
his identity. Only two or three years separate the present
work from that in the Hôpital Saint Jean which was
painted by Pieter II Claeissens in 1577, even though the
burgmeister there seems to have aged, in particular, the
contours of the two images superimpose on one another
perfectly with the exception of the eyes which the present
master was in the habit of slightly enlarging. The panel
in question is therefore certainly a portrait of Joris van
Brakele, lord of Hauterive and Magistrate of Bruges.

The Artist: Gillis Claeissens
(Bruges 1536/37-24th February 1605)
Painted in around 1571, the year of Joris van Brakele’s first
election as an échevin of Bruges, the picture celebrates
the success of the second son of Rasse van Brakele and
his establishment in that city, although his brothers
Erasmus and Joos had preferred to live in Ghent. Without
a doubt it was to a Bruges artist that the future burgmeister
addressed himself given that it was also here that Pieter
Pourbus worked, widely known at the time as one of the
best portraitists. However, this panel does not bear the
distinctive monogram of Pourbus but that of another artist,
composed of a G within which appears to be an E, and
also a C (see figs. 1 and 2). In the existing lists of Bruges
artists working at the beginning of the 1570s, there is only
one painter with the initials GC: Gillis Claeissens, brother
of Peter II Claeissens, who painted the aforementioned
allegorical picture of 157718. In Latin, his first name is
written AEgidius or Egidius, which would seem to resolve
the puzzle of the monogram, fitting neither GC nor GEC.
It is worth noting that the painters of the Claeissens family
were in the habit of signing certain of their works either
with the monograms PCS for Pieter I, PS for Pieter II,
AC for Antoon or with their names in the Latinised form:
ANTHONIUS CLAEISSENS; PETRUS CLAEISSZ.
Gillis Claeissens (Claeis, Claeys, Claesz or Claeissins)
was born in Bruges in 152619. He was the second son of
Pieter I Claeissens (1499/1500-1576), history painter and
portraitist and of Marie Meese (1513-around 1586) and
grandson of the painter Alard Claeissens. Pieter I’s eldest
son, Christoffel (died 1577) did not follow the family
tradition unlike Gillis and his three younger brothers:
Antoon (1541/41-1613), and Pieter (around 1542-1623)
both received as master painters in 1570 and Ambrosius
(died 1616) named as a master goldsmith in 1567.
Gillis Claeissens was admitted as a master on 18 October
1566. In 1570, he was still in the workshop of his father,
while Antoon had joined that of Pieter Pourbus. A
document found by Brecht Dewilde shows that Pieter I
subsidized his two eldest sons, Gillis and Antoon, until
they could support themselves20. Gillis did not leave the
family home [which was also the workshop] in the Oude
Zak and indeed he repurchased it after his mother’s death
in 1586 by borrowing the money from his brothers. He
did finally move, however, to the Oost Ghistelhof, east of
Bruges, in about 1591 and was still living there in 1599.
Gillis Claeissens was an advisor to the corporation
of the city (vinder) in 1570-71, 1572-3 (his father was

in charge at that time) and 1584-5; he was himself in
charge in 1577-8, 1581-3 and 1604-521. In contrast to
his brothers, Pieter II and Antoon, who both became
official painters to the Magistracy of Bruges, he seems
to have done little work for the town. From 1589 at the
latest, Gillis Claeissens was at the Brussels court in the
position of painter in title to Alexander Farnese, Duke of
Parma and governor general of the Low Countries (see
fig.19). On the death of his master (2nd December 1592),
Gillis returned to Bruges but then went back to Brussels
in 1596 to enter the service of the Archdukes Albert and
Isabelle22. We know that in 1600 he painted for them a
Christ on the Cross which was placed in the palace chapel
in Brussels. In 1604, he painted a miniature portrait of the
Archduchess. Gillis returned to Bruges that same year.
He had no children with his wife, Elisabeth Boelandts
(died 1609) whom he had married sometime between
1576 and 1586. But the artist had an illegitimate son,
Gillis II Claeissens (died around 1622) who enrolled in
the Guild of St. Luke in Brussels on 20th February 1601.
Shortly before his death on 17th December 1605, Gillis
Claeissens received a commission from the cathedral
for the restoration of the high altarpiece of the church
of Watervliet, near Bruges. He was buried in the church
of St. Jacques either in the chapel of Tonneliers or of St.
Leonard.
Until the rediscovery by Dewilde of a document published
in Het Brugs Ommeland in 1983, but not noticed by
researchers, the works of Gillis Claeissens included no
unsigned paintings and therefore the corpus of his father
and brother’s work completely overshadowed him.
The document in questions, dated 13 February 1574,
concerned the epitaphic painting of brother Claeys van de
Herchove, painted for the leper colony of the Madeleine
in the abbey of St. Andrew near Bruges23. The parts of the
triptych executed in 1576 are now in Budapest, with an
attribution to Pieter I Claeissens (oil on panel, Budapest,
Szepmuveszeti Museum, inv.360-363) (see fig.15)24.
Thanks to this fortuitous and rare coincidence, it now
seems possible to pick out, among the unsigned Claeissen
family paintings, the work of Gillis in the portrait of Robert
Holman, dated to 1571 (oil on panel, 112 by 84 cms.) in
the Bruges Seminary (see fig. 16) and the representation
of the same prelate at the foot of the cross (oil on panel,
23.3 x 45 cms., private collection)25. This solid and
documented attribution also confirms the attribution for
the present panel.
It is already clear that the painting is of high quality and

can only be the work of an established artist, showing
as it does an absolute mastery of the delicate art of
depicting textures and perfecting the smallest details
with astonishing accuracy. One can pick out the slightest
crease in the velvet cap, the most minute stitches in the
ruff and the smallest glint of light in the precious stones of
the ring and even the gleaming depths of his brown eyes
and the cluster of golden feathers in the middle of the
white aigrette. (see fig.21). One marvels at the border of
the cap which mixes satin ribbon with buttons of gilded
enamel set with pearls and at the velvet cloak lined with
shot satin. One is struck by the fineness of the hands,
admirably modelled right down to the nails which are
rendered with such subtlety that they appear to shine.
One sees true craftsmanship in each brush stroke and
a minute technique which suggests that our artist is a
miniaturist. Indeed, around 1575, Gillis Claeissens was at
the height of his career: only two years later, he was made
chief of the corporation and there is also the evidence of
the miniature portrait of the Archduchess Isabella, paid
for in 1604, and therefore documented, but unfortunately
lost.
The delicacy of execution, the hands with their elongated
fingers, outlined in brown, the rendering of the warm
complexion executed in short brush strokes which match
the curves of the face, the thin, transparent shadows,
the watchful look in the slightly enlarged eyes which
never let the viewer get lost in the contemplation of
details of costume: the present painting presents all the
characteristics of the work of the Master GEC seen also in
definitive examples of Gillis Glaeissens hand, such as the
triptych panels of Van de Kerchove (see figs. 15 and 1).
All this allows for a definition sufficiently coherent to be
able to affirm that Gillis Claeissens would have had a fine
career as a portraitist.
Moreover there exists much in common between the
works of ‘Master GEC’ and those of Antoon and Pieter
II Claeissens, both of whom were trained by Pieter I
Claeissens (see figs.12 and 20). The static and frozen poses,
the particular attention given to detail, the enlarged eyes,
the rosy and smooth skin shot through with fine white
lines to reflect the light, the subtle shading and clear eyes,
all characteristics which can be seen again in the portraits
of donors in the paintings of Antoon and of Pieter II – no
portraits of a single sitter are known by them – and seem
to have come from Pieter I. The latter appears also to have
practiced as a miniaturist, since from 1543 he belonged
to the confraternity of St. Jean the Evangelist at the Abbey
of Eekhout in Bruges which was devoted specifically to
miniaturists. All three artists worked for noble patrons

rather than for the Bourgeoisie. Finally, the Claeissens
family were close to Pourbus – in 1570, Antoon joined
his workshop – which explains the reminiscences of the
great portraitist in the work of ‘Maitre GEC’. (see fig.9)
Only the noticeably reduced format of the present work
highlights the difference with the work of this artist’s
illustrious elder and of Frans Pourbus the Younger who
arrived at the court of the Archdukes in Brussels when
Gillis was still there. Was it something of a speciality of
the eldest, artist son of Pieter I, who had the additional
prowess of being an experienced miniaturist, capable of
painting with great precision the sumptuous ornaments
and sophisticated costumes of the late Renaissance onto
a panel employed more usually for bust length portraits?
It is difficult to imagine that his patrons were lacking in
funds rather than simply wanting a painting of an intimate
scale when one considers the ostentatious richness of
their clothes and the official type of depiction.
Further research is still to be done, but our painting
seems to represent a substantial development in the
reconstruction of the career of Gillis Claeissens who for
too long has been neglected due to his infrequent use of
a signature. Now, this missing signature can be identified
on three portraits which have recently come to light –
the two paintings in the Hallwylska Museet and the
present one – all monogrammed GeC, for Gillis Egidius
Claeissens.

Dr. Alexandra Zvereva
Centre Roland Mousnier (CNRS)
Université Paris-Sorbonne

NOTES
1.

See also the portraits of a man of twenty-five and his
eighteen year old wife, painted by Pourbus in 1574, both
monogrammed (both oil on panel and 49 x 35.5 cms.),
private collections, Buenos Aires and Montreal).
2. Brecht Dewilde, ‘Gillis Claeissens: een ‘onbekende’
schilder uit het zestiende-eeuws Brugge. Anzet tot
reconstructie van zijn oeuvre binnen de Claeissensgroep’,
Revue Belge d’archéologie et d’histoire de l’art, no.78,
2009, pp.29-67.
3. The ‘collet’ is an under garment, without sleeves, often
confused with the doublet.
4. Juan II Pardo appears surrounded by his ten sons, of which
the last, issue of his second marriage which took place
in 1589, was born in 1593. The artist has clearly used an
earlier portrait as the model for the main figure, but of what
date is unclear.
5. Marc de Vulson de La Colombière, La Science héroïque
traitant de la noblesse et de l’origine des armes, Paris 1669,
p.77.
6. He was the son of Gilles van Brakele, Lord of Courtaubois
and Moorslede (Moorsele) (died 1516 or 1525) and of
Catherine van der Meere (died 1527).
7. Certain branches of the Van Brakele family had an
alternative motto: ‘Curte Rycke ouste rycke’ ‘dominate
small, dominate great’ which reinforced still more the
name of Courtrai (Corteryck in Flemish).
8. See notably, despite numerous errors, Jean J. Gaillard,
Bruges et le Franc ou leur magistrature et leur noblesse,
vol.VI, Supplement, Bruges 1864, p.376-404. Until the
XIXth century it was possible to see the epitaphs and coats
of arms of Rasse van Brakele and Agnès van Coyeghem in
the church at Outrijve.
9. See Nobiles civitates Brugensis, Belgian State Archives,
fonds Schietere de Lophem, l. 1, fol.2.
10. A number of historians, including Van Meteren, were
mistaken in believing that Joris van Brakele was still mayor
during the troubles of July 1579 caused by the Union of
Utrecht. It was in fact Nicolas Despars who was mayor at
this time. See W.H James Weale, ‘Les Troubles à Bruges,
2 et 3 juillet 1579. Rectification historique’, La Flandre.
Revue des monuments d’histoire e d’antiquités, 18691870, p.420-457.
11. H. Bierre, Autyve, zijn gewezen kasteel en zijne kerk,
Ghent 1872, p.191. According to the process-verbal of
the Royal Commission of Monuments of 1864, it was
still possible to see the effigy in the cemetery and in the
stores of the presbytery, two broken slabs belonging to
the base of the monument. (‘Commission royales d’art et
d’archéologie’, 3rd year, 1864, p.203).

12.

13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.

23.
24.

Inscriptions funéraire et monumentales de las province
de la Flandre orientale., Paroisses de Gand, part I, Ghent,
1865, p.188, 254-255.
Recueil des seize quartiers et genealogies, avec leurs
enseignements, don’t sont issus les douze enfants procrées
du marriage de Rasse de Bracle et de mademoiselle
Agnès de Cuinghem etc., Ghent, Stadsarchief, Fonds
Familiepapieren, 800 (généalogie des Brakele, fol. 18-27).
Inscriptions funéraires …, op. cit., p.252, 253.
The original copy is in Brussels in the Archives générale
du Royaume, Fonds Lalaing 692; another copy is in the
Archives communales in Ghent in the collection put
together by Rasse van Brakele and the third copy was in a
sale, Paris, Artcurial, 13 May 2014, lot 13.
Lodewyk van Lerberght, Audenaerdische Mengelingen,
vol.IV, Audenarde, 1850, p.443-444.
The most complete description of the painting can be found
in W.H. James Weale, ‘Peintres Brugeois, Les Claeissens
(1500-1656)’, Annales de la Société d’emulation de
Bruges, 61, 1911, p.49. It is should be noted that James
Weale thought the picture dated from 1584 and only
recognised three coats of arms.
Charles Van den Haute, La corporation des peintres de
Bruges, Bruges 1913.
See W.H. James Weale, op.cit., p.36-40; idem, ‘A family of
Flemish Painters’, Burlington Magazine, 1911, p.198-204;
Brecht Dewilde, op.cit., p.29-67.
See Dewilde, op. cit., p.29-67.
Registres des serments des Corporations, 1535-1571
(fol.268 verso), 1572-1605 (fol.6 recto, 44 verso, 118
recto), Bruges archives (published by Van Den Haute, op.
cit.,); Dewilde, op. cit., p.44.
See Sabine Van Sprang, ‘Les peintres a la cour d’Albert et
Isabelle: une tentative de classification’, in Hans Vlieghe
and K. van der Stighelen (editors), Sponsers of the Past.
Flemish Art and Patronage, 1550-1700, Tournai 2005,
p.37-46. The authors of the XVIIth and XVIIIth century
believed that Gillis had also worked for Ernest of Austria.
See also, Anthonius Sanderus: ‘Egidius Claysson (sic) HofSchilder van Alexander Farnese, van Aarts-Hertog Ernest,
van Peter Henriques, Graaf van Fontaine, en van Albertus
and Izabelle’, A. Sanderus, Verjeerlykt Vlaandre, Leiden
1735, vol. I, p.180). See also Dewilde, op.cit., . 41 and
note 32.
See Dewilde, op. cit., p.66.
Carl Van de Velde, ‘The Fragments of a sixteenth Century
Flemish Epitaph Painting in the Museum of Fine Arts in
Budapest’, Flemish Art in Hungary, actes de colloque in
Budapest, Brussels 2004, p.91-94.
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Généalogie des VAN BRAKELE dits VAN DEN BOSSCHE (VAN BRAKEL, VAN BRACLE, VAN BRACKLE, VAN BRAECKLE, DE BRACLE, DEBRACLE)
Rasse (Erasme) VAN BRAKELE dit van den Bossche, seigneur de Varembeke (Warembergh), Hauterive, La Cour au Bois et Bosche
(† 17 janvier 1554)
Agnès VAN COYEGHEM dite de Cuingien, dame de Varenbeke, Berles et Croix († 22 juillet 1555)

Anthonis

VAN BRAKELE,

seigneur
d’Hauterive et
Berles
(† 1570)
ép. Jeanne de
LA MOTTE

Joris

VAN BRAKELE,

chevalier, seigneur de
La Cour au Bois,
Hauterive et Moorslede
(† 24 février 1607)
ép. 4 février 1562,
Jeanne Marie VAN
VLAMINKPOORTE
(† 13 juillet 1587)

Rasse (Erasme)
seigneur
de Varembeke, Hautéchevin du Pays de Waes
(destitué en 1581)
(1538-8 octobre 1593)
ép. 23 avril 1566 Anne
TACCOEN dite de
Zillebeke
(† 27 juin 1597)
VAN BRAKELE,

Marie VAN BRAKELE, dame
de Hauterive, Berles et
Moorslede
ép. Lambert de MOREL,
seigneur de Tangry,
chevalier, député de l’Étatnoble d’Artois

Joos

VAN BRAKELE,

chevalier,
échevin de Gand,
conseiller du Roi au
Conseil de Flandre en 1580
(1539-8 juillet 1608)
ép. 1er août 1564
Éléonore Anne de
DAMHOUDER
(1540-27 novembre 1575)

Anne VAN BRAKELE, dame de
Court-au-bois
(† 21 août 1636)
ép. Anselme-Opice ADORNES,
chevalier, seigneur de
Nieuwenhove
(† 14 novembre 1610)

Agnès

VAN BRAKELE

(† 1599)
ép. Philippe de
BORLUYT, seigneur
de Volandre

Pieter

VAN BRAKELE,

seigneur de Croix
(† avant 1580)
ép. 1° Antoinette
de HAURECHT
2° 1574 Adrienne
de WANCQUETIN

Adrien

VAN BRAKELE

(mort jeune)

Philips

VAN BRAKELE

(† Anvers, 5
novembre 1583)

Robert

VAN BRAKELE

chanoine à
Cambray

Eléonore

VAN BRAKELE
Jean de VOOCHT,

ép. 1569
seigneur
de Ghelervelt, Zunnebeke
(Sinnebeke), échevin du Franc en
1552, bourgmestre de Bruges en
1553, bailli de la ville et de la
châtellenie d’Ypres

Willem

Jacob

seigneur de Croix
(† 1580)
ép. 1577
Cathelijne VAN
DEN HOFSTADT,
dame de
Willecomme
(† Bruges, 1589)

BRAKELE,
seigneur de
Bassecourt
(† 1571)

VAN BRAKELE,

Jooris VAN BRAKELE
(George de BRACLE),
seigneur de Willecomme, Croix,
Varembeke, chevalier, hautéchevin de Waes
ép. Catherine de GRUUTERE

Marie

VAN BRAKELE

(† 1576)
ép. Georges VAN
VLAMINKPOORTE,
seigneur de
Frémicourt
(† 1574)

Jacqueline

VAN BRAKELE

religieuse à
Audenarde

VAN
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Ill. 1. Détail du monogramme.
1. Detail of the monogram
Ill. 1. Détail du monogramme.

Ill. 2. Anonyme flamand (Gillis Claeissens ?). Portrait d’un gentilhomme inconnu. Vers 1570. Détail du monogramme.
2. Here
attributed
Gillis
Claeissens,
Portrait ofMuseet,
an Unknown
Sitter,
Ill. 2. Anonyme flamand
(Gillis
Claeissens
?).Stockholm,
Portrait
d’unHallwylska
gentilhomme
inconnu.
Vers
1570.
Détail du monogramme.
Huile
sur
bois.
35 x 27tocm.
XXXII
:B.154.
circa
XXXII
:B.154.XXXII
Oil on:B.154.
Huile
sur1570,
bois. Stockholm,
35 x 27 cm.Hallwylska
Stockholm,Museet,
Hallwylska
Museet,
panel 35 x 27 cm. Detail of the monogram.
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Ill. 3. Anonyme flamand (Gillis Claeissens ?). Portrait d’un gentilhomme inconnu. Vers 1570.

Huile sur to
bois.Gillis
35 x 27 cm.
Stockholm, Hallwylska
Museet, of
XXXII
3.Here attributed
Claeissens,
Portrait
an:B.154.
Unknown Lady,
circa 1570, Stockholm, Hallwylska Museet, XXXII :B.153. Oil on
panel 35 x 27 cm.
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Ill. 5. Attribué au monogrammiste GEC (Gillis Claeissens ?). Portrait d’une dame inconnue dite à tort Christine de Lorraine.
4. Here attributed
Gillis
Claeissens,
Portrait
ofinconnue.
an Unknown
5. Here attributed
Gillis
Claeissens,
of anGallery.
Unknown Lady,
Ill. 4. Anonymeto
flamand
(Gillis
Claeissens ?). Portrait
d’une dame
Vers 1570.
Vers 1570.to
Huile
sur bois.
36 x 26,5 cm.Portrait
Londres, Weiss
Huile sur bois. 36,5 x 27,5 cm. Stockholm, Hallwylska Museet, XXXII :B.153.
Lady, circa 1570, Stockholm, Hallwylska Museet, XXXII :B.153.
wrongly identified as Christine of Lorraine, Circa 1570, London, Weiss
Oil on panel 35 x 27 cm.
Gallery. Oil on panel, 36 x 26.5 cm.
15
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Ill. 6. Attribué au Monogrammiste GEC (Gillis Claeissens ?). Portrait d’un gentilhomme en armure. Vers 1570.

6. Here attributed Huile
to Gillis
Claeissens,
Portrait
of a Gentleman in
sur bois. 34,3
x 28,5 cm. Londres,
Weiss Gallery.
Armour, circa 1570, London, Weiss gallery. Oil on panel 34.3 x
28.5 cm.

7. Here attributed to Gillis Claeissens (ex Follower of Pieter Pourbus),
Ill. 7. Suiveur de Pieter Pourbus (Gillis Claeissens ?). Portrait dit de Gabriel Cambry. Vers 1565.
Said Portrait
ofsurGabriel
circa
Antwerp,
Musée Royal
Huile
bois. 34, 5 xCambry,
27,5 cm. Anvers,
Musée 1565,
Royal des Beaux-Arts,
inv. 545.
des Beauts-Arts, inv. 545. Oil on panel 34.5 x 27.5 cm.
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8. Here attributed to Gillis Claeissens (ex attributed to an
Ill. 8. Attribué à un anonyme français (Gillis Claeissens ?). Portrait d’un enfant. Vers 1570.
anonymous
French master), Portrait of a Child, circa 1570,
Huile sur bois. 34, 5 x 24,3 cm. Londres, Society of Antiquaries Collection, inv. LDSAL 301.
London, Society of Antiquaires Collection, inv. LDSAL. 301.
Oil on panel, 34.5 x 24.3 cm.

9. Peter Pourbus, Portait of Olivier de Nieulant, 1573, monogramed
P†P at upper right. Oil on panel, 49.5 x 35.7 cm. Antwerp, Musée
Royal des Beauts-Arts, inv. 5074.
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Ill. 10. Steven van der Meulen. Portrait de Robert Dudley, comte de Leicester. Vers 1565.
10. Huile
Steven
Meulen,
of Mellon
robert
Dudley,
Count of
sur bois.van
90,2 x der
72,4 cm.
Yale Center forPortrait
British Art, Paul
Collection,
inv. B1981.25.445.
Leicester, circa 1565. Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon
Collection, inv. B1981.25.445. Oil on panel, 90.2 x 72.4 cm.
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11. Peter II Claeissens, Allegory
the 1577
Peace, 1577.
Bruges,
Groeningemuseum,
inv. 24.I. Oil on panel,
Ill. 11.ofPieter
II Claeissens.
Allégorie
de la
paix de 1577. 1577.
198 x 159 cm.

Huile sur bois. 198 x 159 cm. Bruges, Groeningemuseum, inv. 24.I.
20

Ill. 12. Pieter II Claeissens. Allégorie de la paix de 1577. 1577. Détail.

sur bois. 198 x 159 cm. Bruges, Groeningemuseum, inv. 24.I.
12. Peter IIHuileClaeissens,
Allegory of the 1577 Peace,
1577. Bruges, Groeningemuseum, inv. 24.I. Oil on
panel, 198 x 159 cm detail.
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Ill. 13. Pieter
Claeissens.
Allégorie de laAllegory
paix de 1577.
DétailPeace,
: portrait1577.
de JorisDetail:
van Brakele,
bourgmestre
13.II Peter
II Claeissens,
of 1577.
the 1577
portrait
of Jorisde Bruges.
Huileof
surBruges.
bois. 198Bruges,
x 159 cm.Groeningemuseum,
Bruges, Groeningemuseum,
24.I.Oil on panel,
van Brakele,mair
inv.inv.
24.I.

198 x 159 cm.
22

e siècle d’après Pierre Claeissens (?). Portrait de Joris van Brakel, tuteur de l’Hospice
Ill. 14. Anonyme14.
flamand
du début du XVII
Anonymous
Flemish
master after Gillis Claeissens, Portrait of
Saint Julien. Huile sur bois. 53 x 41 cm. Bruges, Musée Memling, Hôpital Saint Jean, inv. O.SJ120.I.

Joris van Brakele, Tutor of the St John’s Hospital, Bruges, musée
Memling, Hôpital Saint Jean, inv. O.SJ120.I. Oil on panel, 53 x 41
cm. panel, 86 x 32.5 cm.
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15. Gillis Claeissens, Jan van den Kerchove,
1576.
Budapest, Épitaphe
Szépmüvészeti
inv. 360-363.
Ill. 15. Gillis
Claeissens.
de Jan Múzeum,
van den Kerchove.
1576. Oil on panel,
86 x 32.5 cm. Huile sur bois. 86 x 32,5 cm chaque panneau. Budapest, Szépművészeti Múzeum, inv. 360-363.
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16. Attributed to Gillis Claeissens, Portrait of Robert
Holman, 36th Abbot of Dunes (1568-1572), 1571. Bruges
Ill. 16. Attribué à Gillis Claeissens. Portrait de Robert Holman, 36e abbé des Dunes (1568-1572). 1571.
Bisshoppelijk
on panel
112 x 84
cm.
Huile sur bois.Seminarie.
112 x 84 cm.Oil
Bruges,
Bisschoppelijk
Seminarie.
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Ill.17.
17. Jooris
der Straeten
Straeten (?).
de François
de France,
d’Aleçon.
1572. 18. Lucas van Valckenborch, Portrait of the Archduke Matthias
Joorisvanvan
(?),Portrait
Portrait
of Francis
of duc
France,
Duke
Ill. 18. Lucas
van Valckenborch. Portrait de l’archiduc Matthias d’Autriche, futur empereur. Vers 1573.
Huileof
surAlençon,
toile. 188,61572.
x 102,2 Washgington,
cm. Washington, National
National Gallery
of Art,
Gallery
of inv.
Art, 1961.8.55.
inv. ofHuile
Austria,
future
Circa
1573. Vienna,Museum,
Kunsthistorisches
sur toile.
198 xEmperor.
98 cm. Wien,
Kunsthistorisches
inv. 6437.
1961.8.55. Oil on canvas 188.6 x 102.2 cm.
Museum, inv. 6437. Oil on canvas 198 x 98 cm.
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19. After Gillis Claeissens (?), Portrait of Alexander Farnese, circa 1590. Warsaw, Muzeum
Ill. 19. D’après Gillis Claeissens (?). Portrait d’Alexandre Farnèse. Vers 1590.
Narodowe, inv. 131912. Oil on panel 44.5 x 35.5 cm.

Huile sur bois. 44,5 x 35,5 cm. Varsovie, Muzeum Narodowe, inv. 131912.

20. Antoon Claeissens, Juan II Pardo and His Ten
Ill. 20. Antoon Claeissens. Juan II Pardo et ses dix fils. Vers 1595.
Children, circa 1595. Bruges, Groeningemuseum, inv.
sur bois.
x 211
1999.GRO0019.I. OilHuile
on panel
129 129
x 211
cm. cm. Bruges, Groeningemuseum, inv. 1999.GRO0019.I

21. Details of the present portrait.

